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Description

�[0001] This invention generally regards aluminium
casting technology and refers to the gravity mold casting
and low pressure casting processes, which use specific
molds and dies mounted onto casting benches and low-
pressure casting machines respectively for the two dif-
ferent technologies.�
Typical examples of these technologies are those used,
not exclusively, to cast engine cylinders heads.
�[0002] Generally, for medium and large-�scale produc-
tions, all the aluminium castings of engine cylinders
heads are produced with a gravity technology mold or a
low-�pressure technology die, as it is necessary to use
inner cores to create the empty space inside the casting,
and this cannot be achieved using any other technology.
The cores are sometimes partially used on the outside
to obtain undercut figures which cannot be obtained with
metal parts.
�[0003] Aluminium castings for engine cylinders heads
created in a gravity mold require casting benches on
which to mount the molds. These benches are used to
move the slides of the mold and the heads, and to expel
the casting from the mold using a plate fitted with ejectors,
the technique currently adopted by big foundries being
to largely attribute the important technological functions
to the mold itself. In the case of engine cylinders head
castings made using the low- �pressure casting method,
big foundries use the technique of attributing the majority
of technological functions to the die for the same reasons
as those adopted with the gravity casting technique.
�[0004] In this case, besides moving the die, the low-
pressure casting machine is also characterizied by using
a modern system to carry out the casting process from
the lower part of the die. As the lower part of the machine
is occupied by the holding or maintenance furnace, the
casting expulsion area is always in the upper part. This
expulsion is carried out using a vertically sliding ejectors
plate, which is rather hanged over as it excludes the pos-
sibility of operating on the die axis directly from vertically
above, particularly affecting the core making device,
which can only operate laterally, making it a very com-
plicated device.
�[0005] Generally Upper expulsion is never applied
when the upper part of the casting is obtained using sand
cores, as the cast can only be lifted upwards if the upper
part of the casting has been created using a steel male
where the casting can grip, as the cores crumble leaving
the casting in the mold. For this reason, in the case of
gravity casting technology, when there are sand cores in
the upper part of the casting, as almost always happens
with this technology, expulsion is never from the top but
always from the bottom.
�[0006] At the moment, in all foundries, the molds or
dies used are always specific, either for gravity casting
or low- �pressure casting, as the two technologies are
completely incompatible. The casting benches or ma-
chines for low-�pressure casting are also completely dif-

ferent.
�[0007] In the case of large- �scale productions, instead
of using a normal hand ladel for the casting of metal using
the gravity casting technique, the molten metal is intro-
duced into the mold from above using a ladel operated
by a casting robot, usually suspended from an overhang-
ing beam, which is often also used for the automation of
the core making device and the casting pick- �up device.
�[0008] The molten metal is taken by the robot from a
nearby furnace and poured through a basin into vertical
and horizontal casting channel runners in the mold until
the figure and the open feeding risers are full.
�[0009] The risers attract any slag in the molten metal,
which floats into it, and are used to feed the casting as
the cooled metal shrinks and to release the gases con-
tained in the molten metal, as well any further gases
which develop when the metal comes into contact with
the cores, making the best possible casting in terms of
mechanical characteristics, despite some collateral dis-
advantages.
�[0010] In the gravity casting of engine heads, the molds
and the casting benches are usually placed on the
ground, in pairs or multiples of pairs, to facilitate the au-
tomation of the process. Alternatively, and only in the
case of gravity casting and not low- �pressure casting, the
whole system can be mounted onto large, slow- �moving
turntables called carrousel conveyors so that the casting
point is maintained stable as regards to the rotating
movement. All the molds are filled by a single robot
placed on a fixed station of the carrousel on which are
fitted the benches and the molds.
�[0011] In the low-�pressure process, the die comes into
direct contact with the furnace, as the furnace, situated
under the machine, is raised in order to make contact
with the die. The lid of the furnace is equipped with one
or more vertical pipes which are immersed in the "bath"
of molten metal. The top of these pipes comes into direct
contact with the injection inlets applied to the drag of the
die. With the low-�pressure introduction of dehydrated air
between the surface of the molten metal and the lid of
the furnace, the pressure of the air presses on the "bath"
and forces the metal upwards into the mould through the
immersed pipes and the injection inlets applied to the
drag of the die until it is full. This die doesn’t need any
feeding risers as their function is performed, by the pres-
sure of the air exercised on the molten metal. The upper
part of the die is closed by a metal male which, besides
determining the casting figure, prevents the metal forced
upwards by the low pressure from coming out of the die.
The air pressure is maintained for a short time, until the
molten metal begins to solidify, facilitated by coolers in
the die and, in particular, on the injection inlets, which
contribute to the rapid solidification of the metal in the
upper part of the inlet hole, preventing the molten metal
injected into the die from returning, due to the force of
gravity, into the furnace when the air pressure is released
and allowing the molten metal contained in the casting
pipes to return into the "bath", avoiding its solidification.
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The solidified metal in the upper part of the injection inlet
is then expelled together with the casting.
�[0012] From that described above it is possible to eas-
ily deduce that, at the state of the art, to obtain a casting,
it is first necessary to decide whether to use the gravity
casting or low-�pressure technique, as the two technolo-
gies are very different. In addition to the mold or the die,
the casting bench or low-�pressure casting machine must
be suited to the choice of gravity or low-�pressure casting.
Once the decision has been made, the mold or die must
be made in according to this final decision. The design
and construction phases of this operation are very ex-
pensive, so a definite decision must be made before go-
ing ahead.
�[0013] The decision to opt for one technique or the
other is not always satisfactory, especially with regard to
the low- �pressure casting technique, as the decision, un-
less made in accordance with a specific request by the
customer, is made on the basis of the founder’s experi-
ence or depending on the equipment available at the
foundry.
�[0014] All existing casting technologies have their pros
and cons. For example, an advantage of low-�pressure
casting is that the molten metal is transferred through
immersed pipes to the bottom of the holding furnace,
avoiding the inclusion in the metal of slag and smelting
residues that float at the top of the "bath". As the whole
casting process takes place in a closed system and has
no contact with the outside atmosphere, surface oxidisa-
tion is avoided. Should this occur, it would remain on the
surface of the bath and would never enter the die, unlike
that which occurs with gravity casting. This technology
involves taking the metal from a furnace near the mold
and, despite all the precautions taken, small amounts of
floating slag could also be introduced into the mold. The
majority of this slag collects in the risers without causing
excessive damage to the casting. It is harder to avoid
taking surface oxidisation from the furnace, which is add-
ed to oxidisation created in the ladel and during the cast-
ing process itself, as everything takes place in contact
with the outside atmosphere. Another negative aspect of
gravity casting is the turbulence which is generated in
the metal during the casting process, which can cause
slight damage to the casting.
�[0015] The negative aspects that characterise gravity
casting in terms of quality are not serious, and are less
important than those that characterise low-�pressure cast-
ing which, due to the very fact that it is not possible to
discharge any sullage into feeding risers, which are not
present in this technology, along with the gases con-
tained in the metal and those generated when this metal
come into contact with the cores, together with other fac-
tors, cause a very high number of rejects due to porosity
in the castings. In order to limit the consequent economic
damage, many foundries have applied an automated full
sodium silicate impregnation process to 100% of the pro-
duction obtained with the low-�pressure casting technol-
ogy.

�[0016] The fact that, despite the various negative fac-
tors, everything possible is done to use the low-�pressure
technique, depends largely on the fact that it allows con-
siderable savings on manufacturing costs. This is due to
the fact that less metal is required for each individual
casting, as the feeding risers and vertical casting chan-
nels are eliminated. Consequently, the mechanical proc-
esses needed to separate the risers from the casting are
also eliminated, as are the costs involved in recasting
these and the vertical channels.
�[0017] As mentioned earlier, as regards gravity casting
molds and low-�pressure dies, these are made as com-
pletely as possible, from a technological point of view,
by the leading manufacturers of cylinders head castings.
It is worth noting that the casting benches and low-�pres-
sure casting machines are always in operation and are
part of the foundry’s fixed machinery assets. As such
they are available in strictly limited supply, while molds
and dies are supplied in the quantities required for pro-
duction and for the various different cylinders heads re-
quired, with consequent high costs for every mold or die
produced.
�[0018] That described above highlights the need for
strictness when opting for gravity casting or low-�pressure
casting technology, without leaving room for the chance
to intervene if the technology used is found to be unac-
ceptable, but all this can be avoided by that indicated in
the aims and advantages of the invention.
�[0019] The main aim of this invention is to add a new
type of casting technology to those that already exist.
The new technology will be known as "combined" tech-
nology and will be capable of fully exploiting the advan-
tages that obtainable by gravity and low-�pressure casting
technologies.
�[0020] Another aim of the invention is to present a new
casting bench capable of holding both molds and dies
and of enabling the easy passage from one casting tech-
nique to the other. For this reason, the tool that deter-
mines the outer figure of the casting, currently called mold
or die depending on the technology used, will be referred
to herein exclusively as mold.
�[0021] Another aim of the invention is that of enabling
the operator to thoroughly clean the mold after extracting
the casting and, where necessary, to quickly repaint the
parts of the figure of the mold on the bench, with a very
short production interval, which, being hot, facilitate the
solidification of the paint, without preheating the mold off
the production line and so extending the production time.
�[0022] Another aim of the invention is to present a sin-
gle standardised casting bench which always enables
the expulsion of the casting from the bottom of the mold,
even when, in the case of low-�pressure casting or "com-
bined" technology, the holding or maintenance furnace
is placed under the mold. This eliminates all cases of
expulsion of the casting from the top of the mold, even
when the latter is equipped with a metal cope or an upper
male, freeing the vertical space above for more rational
use by the core assembling robot and the casting extrac-
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tion robot, without the need for complicated devices with
a double vertical/ �horizontal movement.
�[0023] Another aim of the invention is to present a sup-
port which can be applied to the top of all the molds, for
all casting technologies, equipped with a vacuum cham-
ber for connection to a vacuum system to remove fumes
and gases from the mold during casting.
�[0024] Another aim of the invention is to transfer some
of the parts of the mold which do not form the casting
figure, known as frames, from the mold to the casting
bench, so that they are built just once with the bench and,
being standardised, are not copied to provide the number
of molds needed for production and for the various kinds
of castings and casting technologies.
�[0025] Another aim of the invention is to present a cast-
ing bench equipped with a lower structure the height of
which may be adapted to suit the casting process used.
In particular, in the case of gravity casting, where there
is no furnace underneath the mold, the bench may be
lowered for mounting on carrousels. The same standard
bench for use on carrousels may also be placed directly
on the ground when using the traditional gravity casting
system, but with smaller, lighter and cheaper molds.
�[0026] Another aim of the invention is to enable the
transformation of a mold for gravity casting technology
for use in low- �pressure technology, constructing a metal
upper male and related accessories, which will replace
the core which usually forms the risers and the upper
figure; consequently the mold will have no risers. It will
be easy to revert to gravity casting using "combined"
technology, setting aside the upper male and using the
core again.
�[0027] Yet another aim of the invention is to provide a
casting bench with split, overlapping slides carriers for
core making reasons, on both slides carriers (right/�left)
or on just one side. The opening and closing movement
of the two halves of the slides carriers will take place
independently by way of hydraulic cylinders or simulta-
neously (parallel movement), when split movement is not
required. If there are no core making problems, the slides
carriers will be supplied in a single unit.
�[0028] A consequence of the invention is the elimina-
tion of the casting robot for gravity casting molds, placed
on the ground, when these are transformed for low- �pres-
sure casting or "combined" technology. The entry of the
metal into the mold will take place from the underlying
furnace and consequently the movement of the casting
robot on the beam, usually positioned above the mold,
will also be eliminated where the beam is already occu-
pied by the core making device to place the cores in the
mold and the casting pick-�up device, facilitating the
movement of the latter.
�[0029] This invention presents a standardised confor-
mation of the toolings used for the production of a casting
for engine cylinders heads or other compatible castings,
with a single standard casting bench for the new molds
presented here, or those which already exist and are
modified for this purpose, for all the casting technologies

referred to above, with inferior expulsion of the casting
and with a tilting arm for moving all the parts of the mold
situated in the upper part. The molds for the following
technologies will be mounted on the standard bench:�

- molds for low-�pressure casting technology with met-
al upper male;

- molds for "combined" technology, or with low-�pres-
sure casting and gravity feeding through risers cre-
ated in the upper core;

- molds for "combine" technology with low-�pressure
casting and gravity feeding through risers created in
the metal cope;

- molds for traditional gravity casting technology with
upper casting basin and gravity feeding through ris-
ers created in the upper core;

- molds for traditional gravity casting technology with
upper casting basin and gravity feeding through ris-
ers created in the metal cope.

�[0030] The casting procedure according to this inven-
tion envisages the concentration of all the toolings in the
same production space, with the use of a single casting
bench for all casting technologies and with the same hold-
ing furnace, both for molds with low-�pressure casting and
molds with low-�pressure casting but with gravity feeding
through risers, by means of use of the new casting tech-
nology, known as combined" technology.
�[0031] To simplify the molds, making them standard
for all technologies, and to reduce their weight and cost,
a consistent part of the frames has been transferred from
the mold to the bench, as specified further on.
�[0032] Substantially, the mold is formed as follows:
drag, slides, fixed heads applied to the drag, mobile
heads, where fitted, which slide in the fixed heads, lower
ejectors plate and, depending on the technology used,
male, cope or simply a vacuum upper lid plate. The male
and cope will also be mounted on a vacuum plate which
will then be mounted on a support. The casting bench
will be given slides carriers, the base plate, all the guides
and sliding gibs. Consequently, the molds will be cheaper
to make, will weigh much less and will be smaller, ena-
bling savings during transportation over long distances,
within the factory and during storage.
�[0033] The casting bench and the mold will be man-
aged by the same computer that currently manages the
furnace and the low-�pressure casting technology ma-
chine, so the bench will replace the machine, becoming
standard for all technologies. The bench will be strong,
properly cooled and insulated, so that it is not affected
by thermal dilation. The mold will be free to dilate as nec-
essary and to reach the right thermal balance with the
addition of coolers governed by the computer. The op-
erations for clamping the drag, hooking the slides on the
casting bench and fastening the ejectors plate will take
place quickly by way of hydraulic cylinders (jacks).
�[0034] The mobile heads, where fitted, will be moved
by hydraulic cylinders and will be hooked up manually
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but quickly by way of a shot sleeve which blocks the
mushroom of the head with that of the hydraulic cylinder.
�[0035] With the same bench it will therefore be possible
to obtain castings with gravity feeding but feeding of the
molten metal from below, as in the case of low- �pressure
casting. This process will be called "combine" technolo-
gy. In this case, to prevent the molten metal from over-
flowing through the risers, the mold will be fitted with a
support with the plate covering the entire riser area to
contain the thrust of the metal. This plate will also act as
a vacuum plate, being mounted on the support with vac-
uum chamber. This support is applied and moved by a
tilting arm hinged to the top of the bench.
�[0036] The support will be connected to a vacuum de-
vice which will suck fumes and gases produced by the
molten metal and from contact with the cores through the
plate. For this purpose, the vacuum plate with the metal
male or cope will be equipped with filters in line with the
upper core risers or the figure risers to allow the evacu-
ation of fumes and gases, blocking the passage of the
molten metal. Therefore, the support and everything ap-
plied to it are an integrated part of the mold. In particular: �

- support with vacuum plate, which did not previously
exist and is therefore part of the new design, for use
in the new "combined" technology (low-�pressure
casting

- gravity feeding through risers), both to vacuum
fumes and gases, and to seal the upper surface of
the mold and the cores that generate the feeding
risers, to contrast and block the thrust of the metal
of the casting feeding risers, preventing the molten
metal from overflowing during the casting phase;

- support as above with vacuum plate and fitted metal
cope used in the new "combined" technology to seal
the upper surface of the mold in line with the risers.
The aforementioned cope acts as the male which
generates the upper figure of the casting and, to-
gether with the slides, the risers that feed the casting
using the gravity technology;

- support and vacuum plate to which a metal male is
applied, used in low- �pressure casting technology to
generate the upper figure of the casting without the
risers.

�[0037] The support with vacuum plate, the support with
vacuum plate and cope and also the support with vacuum
plate and upper male, applied to the three technologies,
are all made with a plate to which filters are applied in
line with the risers and the figure. These filters converge
in a fume and gas vacuum chamber, created in the sup-
port, which will be connected to a vacuum device. This
vacuum is destined to improve the quality of the castings
with all the technologies, including low-�pressure casting
technology, inasmuch as, with appropriate vent slot on
the sides of the male and internal passages , it is possible
to get close to the cores to vacuum fumes and gases,
the majority of which currently remain inside the cast,

generating widespread porosity.
�[0038] The introduction of the new fume and gas vac-
uum system to all the technologies, including low-�pres-
sure casting, will contribute to improving the quality of
castings and the working environment, regardless of the
technology used.
�[0039] The new mold used in the "combined" technol-
ogy process will have no casting basin and no vertical
casting channels, although the new project of mold pro-
vides for their presence without moving on to the final
phase of construction . The casting will be extracted us-
ing a standard device inserted into the base plate of the
bench and made up of a plate holder onto which the ejec-
tors plate with which all molds are equipped will be quickly
fastened using hydraulic cylinders (jacks). In order to re-
cuperate existing molds, the vertical casting channels in
the lower part will be plugged.
�[0040] Both new and existing molds will be fitted with
injection inlets in the drag, envisaging a fast cooling tech-
nique like that used in low- �pressure technology to solidify
the molten metal and avoid the return of the liquid metal
into the furnace due to the force of gravity when the air
pressure is cut off.
�[0041] This new casting technique eliminates the dis-
advantages of gravity casting deriving from taking slag
from the furnace and oxidisation, maintaining advantag-
es such as discharging the same slag and gases and
fumes that develop during the casting process through
the risers, which are now sucked out by the new devices
illustrated and claimed .
�[0042] With the application of the metal male envis-
aged in molds for low- �pressure casting, which is replaced
by a core or a metal cope in the gravity casting procedure,
all of which are managed by the same tilting arm on the
bench, it is possible to easily transform a gravity casting
mold into a low- �pressure casting mold by adding injection
inlets in the drag (lower part of the mold), and from lower-
pressure to gravity by removing the male and replacing
it with a core.
�[0043] The automation of a gravity casting line of the
current type envisages the use of a core making device
a casting robot and a device for picking up the casting.
All movement often takes place on the same beam and
three devices are hard to manage. With the elimination
of the casting robot, the coordination of the movements
is simplified, inasmuch as three are reduced to two, sav-
ing time and money. The furnace next to the mold is also
eliminated, recovering production space.
�[0044] The newly designed bench, to which various
functions have been attributed, particularly the suitability
for holding low-�pressure casting molds and molds for
free-�fall casting, as well as those for use with "combined"
technology, is also used for housing a part consisting of
components that are normally part of the frames of the
same molds. Consequently, these components will be
made just once and will be an integrated part of the bench,
thus avoiding the need to make new ones for every mold
and for all the variants required for the various types of
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cylinders head castings or for other castings. In this way,
the molds will cost and weigh less and be smaller.
�[0045] From that described above, it should be obvious
that the foundry will no longer have the problems de-
scribed in the state of the art when choosing the casting
technique best suited to the casting to be made, as it is
easier to make changes if the choice made should turn
out to be wrong, passing from one casting technology to
the another by making slight alterations to the molds.
�[0046] With the adoption of the newly designed bench-
es, as with the newly designed molds, it is possible to
make considerable savings on investments and save
production space, and with the use of the "combined"
low-�pressure/ �gravity feeding technology it is possible to
obtain castings with impressive mechanical characteris-
tics, reduction of rejects and improved production in
terms of quality and quantity. The mold can be used for
longer by simply repainting the figure parts.
�[0047] As well as having a bench arm which can be
tilted by over 90°, the slides carriers of the mold slides
can rotate upwards by over 45°, allowing the operator to
easily repaint the mold figure and to clean it.
�[0048] As mentioned earlier, the new bench, excluding
the lower part of the structure, can be used on a carrousel
or on the ground when it is necessary to use the traditional
gravity casting technology, as happens now. The frames
of existing molds can easily be altered to standardise
them and for use on the new bench. New molds will be
made in accordance with the new project but will still have
the traditional basin and vertical casting channels as
traditional .

Brief description of the drawings

�[0049] Further details and characteristics of the inven-
tion will become more obvious as some examples of ver-
sions of benches and molds are described and illustrated
in the enclosed drawings, which are purely indicative and
in no way binding, and in which: �

Fig. 1 shows a vertical section of a bench for single-
slides mold with the tilting arm raised and with a hold-
ing or maintenance furnace;
Fig. 1a shows a partial section of an enlarged part
of the bench shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 2 shows the top view of the bench;
Fig. 3 shows a vertical section of the bench seen
from the side;
Fig. 3a shows a partial section of an enlarged part
of the Fig. 3;
Fig. 4 shows the bench seen from below;
Fig. 5 shows a prospective view of the bench in the
working position, with the tilting arm lowered, but
without the mold;
Fig. 6 shows a vertical section of a bench seen from
the front with the slides carriers inclined for cleaning
and repainting of the mold figure parts;
Fig. 7 shows a vertical section of a bench similar to

that shown in the previous Figures, but for a mold
with overlapping double half slides;
Fig. 8 shows a section of the bench shown in Fig. 7
seen from the side and with the double half slides
inclined;
Fig. 9 shows a prospective view of a casting bench
similar to that shown in Figures 1-6, but with the sup-
porting frame lowered for gravity casting, in the work-
ing position but without the mold;
Fig. 10 shows a top view of a mold for "combined"
technology with the slides open, for low-�pressure
casting but fed through gravity risers created in the
upper core;
Fig. 11 shows a cross-�section of the open mold
shown in Fig. 10 ;
Fig. 12 shows a longitudinal section of the closed
mold;
Fig. 13 shows a prospective view of the closed mold;
Fig. 14 shows a cross-�section of an open mold for
"combined" technology with double slides and metal
cope;
Fig. 15 shows a longitudinal section of the closed
mold shown in Fig. 14;
Fig. 16 shows a prospective view of the same mold;
Fig. 17 shows a cross- �section of an open mold with
a metal upper male exclusively for low-�pressure
casting technology;
Fig. 18 shows a longitudinal section of the mold
shown in Fig. 17 closed;
Fig. 19 shows a top view of an existing mold for grav-
ity casting, altered for adaptation to the bench de-
scribed in the invention, with the sides open;
Fig. 20 shows a cross-�section of the open mold
shown in Fig. 19;
Fig. 21 shows a longitudinal section of the same mold
closed; and
Fig. 22 shows a prospective view of the same mold
closed.

Detailed description of the invention

�[0050] With reference to the drawings, Figures 1-6
show a bench suitable for the quick loading of single-
slide mold and for a low-�pressure casting process or for
a new technology, called "combined", which envisages
a low-�pressure casting process fed using the gravity tech-
nique through risers created in at least one core or in the
cope of the mold.
�[0051] In order to better understand the structure of
the new bench presented here, the main elements of a
mold suitable to be loaded on this bench are described
below. Further details of the mold and its alternative ver-
sions will be described. With reference to Figures 10-18,
a mold comprises at least one drag 35, an ejectors plate
38 fixed under the drag, two slides 40, 40’, front 42 and
rear 42’ fixed heads applied to the drag 35, front 44 and
rear 44’ mobile heads, where fitted, which slide in the
fixed heads. Inlets 36 for coupling to pipes protruding
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from a furnace containing molten metal and channels 36’
for delivering the metal into the mold are created in the
drag 35.
�[0052] Returning to Figures 1-6, the casting bench
mainly comprises a lower main structure 30, suitable for
housing a holding or maintenance furnace 32, an upper
main structure 31 resting on the lower structure, a base
plate 29 resting on the upper main structure 31, a cooled
plate 16 positioned on the base plate 29 and on which
the drag 35 of the mold will rest, a plate holder 17 under-
neath the cooled plate 16 to which the mold ejectors plate
38 will be hooked up, and two slides carriers 1 supported
by rotating supports 2. The cooled plate 16 has a central
opening 16’ into which the mold ejectors plate 38 is fitted
to hook onto the plate holder 17.
�[0053] The furnace 32 is fed by molten metal from an-
other melting furnace and is equipped with two pipes 32’
for the injection of the metal into the molds using the low-
pressure and "combined" technologies.
�[0054] At the top of the bench there is a hinged tilting
arm 8 carrying a cylinder 10 for vertical movement to and
from the edge of the mold , to which the top of the mold
is hooked, as will be described further on in this docu-
ment.
�[0055] For quick hooking of the mold ejectors plate 38
to the bench’s plate holder 17, the latter is equipped with
a slide 19, moved by a cylinder 21, destined to hook on
to mushrooms 39 protruding from the ejectors plate 38.
Similarly, the slides carriers 1 are equipped with slides
24, moved by related cylinders 25, destined to hook on
to mushrooms 41’ on the slides 40, 40’ of the mold for
quick fastening to the slides carriers 1. The latter are
activating by cylinders 4 and run along columns 5 and
sliding gibs 20.
�[0056] Fig. �2 shows four cylinders 18 which, working in
traction, move the plate holder 17 to which the casting
ejectors plate 38 is fixed, and four more cylinders 15 for
the quick clamping of the drag 35 of the mold to the cooled
plate 16.
�[0057] Figures 3 and 3a show cylinders 11 for moving
the tilting arm 8 and reference keys 23 fitted to the slides
carriers 1 for centring the slides 40, 40’ of the mold.
�[0058] In Fig. �4 it is possible to see the lower casting
expulsion device comprising the bench’s plate holder 17,
which is suitable for accepting all types of ejectors plates
38 for all the casting technologies, which are part of the
mold.
�[0059] Fig. �5 shows the slides carriers 1 controlled by
cylinders 4, sliding along the guide column 5 and sliding
gibs 20 (Fig.�1a), the rotating supports 2 for the slides
carriers 1, with related pivots 2’, the arm 8 and related
pivots 28. In the front part of the bench there is a support
for locking the arm 8 using a hydraulic cylinder 28’ (jack)
during the metal casting phase ,�and while extracting the
cope or the upper male from the casting or while simply
raising the vacuum and clamping plate support of the
mold.
�[0060] Fig. �6 shows the slides carriers 1 inclined for

cleaning and repainting the mold figure parts, the related
oscillating cylinders 7 fixed to the upper structure of the
bench, and the joint between the upper 30 and lower 31
structures.
�[0061] Figures 7 and 8 show a casting bench for use
with low-�pressure and "combined" technologies, like that
described in the previous Figures, but suitable for ac-
cepting overlapping double half- slides molds, which are
sometimes indispensable during the core making phase.
Depending on requirements, these can also operate si-
multaneously, connecting them in a parallel position so
that they become a single slide. The half slides side can
also be applied on just one side. The bench is fitted with
lower 33 and upper 34 half slides carriers which slide
along guide gibs 20 and columns 5. It is possible to see
the double cylinders 4 for moving the half slides.
�[0062] The bench shown in Fig. �9 differs from those
illustrated previously in that it is a low-�level structure, the
lower part 30 of the same structure having been removed.
The bench is only suitable for gravity casting and can be
mounted on a carrousel or positioned on the ground.
�[0063] Figures 10-13 show a mold for the new "com-
bined" technology for low-�pressure casting fed using the
gravity technique through risers created in an upper core
(not shown). There are inlets 36 and channels 36’ for
delivering the metal into the mold, skirtings 43 for quickly
clamping the drag 35 to the base of the bench, mush-
rooms 41’ for quickly locking the slides 40, 40’ to the
slides carriers 1 of the bench. The mold also includes a
support 46 for connection to the cylinder 10 carried by
the tilting arm and to which a fume and gas vacuum plate
45 is fastened. The support 46 also contains a commu-
nicating vacuum chamber 46’’ with a vacuum outlet 48.
Number 44" is used to indicate the empty space that will
be occupied by the cores after core making.
�[0064] Fig. �13 shows seats 46’ for a pivot 28" for hook-
ing on the tilting arm 8 of the bench (fig.�1), the keys seats
23’ for centring the slides 40, 40’ in the slides carriers 1,
and keys seats 14’ for centring the drag 35 on the base
plate of the bench.
�[0065] Figures 14-16 show a double- slides mold, suit-
able for the new "combined" technology consisting in
pouring the metal at low pressure and feeding the casting
using the gravity technique through risers 51’ created in
a metal cope 51 fastened to the support 46 with a vacuum
plate 45’. The mold is equipped with lower half slides 49,
50 which enable core making which would otherwise be
impossible, and upper half slides 49’, 50’ which complete
the composition. This mold can be mounted and moved
exclusively from the double- overlapping slides bench
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
�[0066] In the case of low-�pressure casting, the metal
cope 51, to create the figure of the upper part of the cast-
ing, is replaced with a metal male 52, as shown in Figures
17 and 18. This too is fastened to a vacuum plate 45" and
is equipped with vacuum holes or channels 52’ at the
bottom of which there is a filter to block the passage of
molten metal.
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�[0067] Figures 19-22 show an example of an existing
mold for gravity casting which can be adapted for use
with the new bench. The change consists in removing
part of the frames from the mold, indicated with dotted
lines, to standardise it in compliance with the new project,
as these parts are already present on the new bench. By
adding the casting inlets 36 on the drag 35 for delivering
the metal at low-�pressure and retaining the casting feed-
ing risers, it is also possible to use the "combined" tech-
nology for existing molds. In particular, the parts elimi-
nated are the base 55 with the related accessories and
the supports 56 for the slides 57. To standardise the latter
one it is possible to add plates 58. The casting basin 53
can be retained, even if not used, by closing the related
casting channels 54 and 54’.
�[0068] In short, the innovative characteristics of the
casting bench presented here are:�

- single standard bench for molds with traditional grav-
ity casting technology and for molds with low-�pres-
sure casting technology, the only variant being the
structuure’s type as low-�level structure for gravity
casting inasmuch as, for this technology, which does
not provide for the use of the holding furnace, the
lower part of its structure is removed;

- single standard bench, for casting from the lower part
(drag) for "combined" technology, for low-�pressure
casting molds with gravity feeding of the casting
through risers (use tall structure);

- single standard bench from which upper expulsion
has been eliminated in the case of all technologies,
transferring this to the lower part using a new expul-
sion device inserted into the base plate. At the mo-
ment, upper expulsion is applied to all machines for
low- �pressure casting technologies. The elimination
of upper expulsion makes core making and extrac-
tion of the casting easier by facilitating automation;

- single standard bench with expulsion of the casting
obtained from below in the case of all casting tech-
nologies, including low- �pressure casting, through a
new device inserted in the base plate, even if it exists
in the lower part of the holding furnace;

- single standard bench, with tilting arm to which a
support with a cope support plate or a upper male
support plate or even just a plate for sealing the risers
is applied, all of which are part of the mold. All the
supports, plates, copes and upper males are made
specially to allow the vacuuming of fumes and gases.
The tilting arm is also suitable for molds with two
identical figures, and therefore with two feeding head
copes or two males or an enlarged sealing plate
made to allow the vacuuming of fumes and gases
from the casting;

- single standard bench with part of the frames nor-
mally attributed to the molds built- �in to it, and there-
fore requiring construction just once. Valid for all
technologies with savings on weight and construc-
tion cost on molds ;

- single standard bench for all casting technologies
with slides carriers that tilt upwards by about 45° to
clean the slides of the mold and repaint areas of the
figure;

- single standard bench to which it is possible to fit
split, overlapping slides carriers instead of single ver-
sions, onto which the half slides of the mold can be
mounted quickly using a slide controlled by a cylinder
fitted to each individual half side. Either one or both
sides can be split. The slides carriers can also op-
erate parallel with one another and revert to opera-
tion as a single slide ;

- single standard bench for mounting on a carrousel,
the only variant being the use of the low-�level struc-
ture, as, for various operating reasons, only molds
with traditional gravity casting technology which do
not necessitate the underlying furnace can be used
on carrousels;

- single standard bench like that described in the pre-
vious paragraph for use on the ground, when it is
necessary to use traditional gravity casting technol-
ogy with a casting robot, but with the newly designed
mold or an existing mold with altered frames.

�[0069] The innovations regarding the mold can be
summarised as follows:�

- molds for gravity technology but with injection of the
metal from below using the low-�pressure casting
technology, retaining the best aspects of gravity
casting technology with casting feeding risers,
adopting the "combined" technology. These molds
have no casting basin and no vertical casting chan-
nels, but are fitted with injection inlets in the drag,
like those used in low-�pressure casting technology;

- molds like those described in the previous para-
graph, for "combined" technology, to which a plate
has been applied in the upper part, fastened to a
support equipped with a vacuum chamber and an
outlet for connection to a vacuum device for vacu-
uming fumes and gases. The support is moved by
the tilting arm on the bench. The plate applied to the
support is equipped with filters that converge in the
support chamber and covers the whole area of the
risers and the upper core to prevent the metal from
overflowing. The plate is pressed onto the upper sur-
face of the mold by the vertical hydraulic cylinder on
the arm;

- molds like those described in the previous para-
graphs,

where the upper figure is obtained using a metal cope
with casting feeding risers. The cope is applied , for vac-
uuming fumes and gases , to a plate which also seals
the top of the risers;�

- molds for low-�pressure casting technology, where
the upper part is obtained using a metal male which
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will be fastened to a plate equipped with filters and
vents for vacuuming fumes and gases. The plate will
vacuum gases and fumes from vertical vents slots
created on the sides of the male and from through
holes in the same male, using a vacuum device at-
tached to the support equipped with a vacuum cham-
ber.

- newly designed and constructed molds for all casting
technologies, from which part of the frames have
been removed, attributing them to the bench, obtain-
ing smaller molds which weigh and cost considerably
less.

- existing molds for the current gravity and low-�pres-
sure casting technologies, to be changed to elimi-
nate parts of the frames already attributed to the new
bench and with the construction of a few accessories
to standardise them in compliance with newly con-
structed molds, for use in gravity, low- �pressure and
"combined" technologies;

- existing or new molds for all casting technologies,

where the expulsion of the casting takes place from below
using a new expulsion device fitted to the bench, onto
which the mold ejectors plate is fastened.�

- existing or new molds all equipped with "mush-
rooms" for mounting and quickly locking the ejectors
plates, slides or half slides onto the new bench;

- existing or new molds for gravity casting, with re-
duced frames and weights, for mounting on new
benches positioned on carrousels or on the ground.

Description of an operating cycle for assembling a shell 
on the bench

�[0070]

1) Place the complete mold on the base plate 29 of
the bench, positioning the drag 35 in the centring
keys 14.
2) Clamp the drag to the base plate with quick fas-
tening by means of the four hydraulic cylinders 15.
3) Hook the mushroom 39 of the lower ejectors plate
to the plate holder 17 using the slide 19 and the hy-
draulic cylinder 21.
4) Close the slides carriers 1 of the bench equipped
with centring keys 23 on the mold slides and hook
the slides (mold figure inserts) using the two slides
24 controlled by hydraulic cylinders 25.
5) Hook the mobile heads 44 and 44’ of the mold
manually to the related hydraulic cylinders using the
shot sleeves supplied with the bench.
6) Close the tilting arm 8 of the bench and lock it in
place with the hydraulic cylinder 28’. Hook the cope
or male or the plate to the mold support 46 for fume
and gas vacuuming, lowering the cylinder 10 and
using the hooking pin 28’’ of the bench to hook up
the mold support 46.

7) Connect any mobile males on the mold to the au-
tomatic system governed by the computer.
8) Connect the Venturi pipes, where present and if
required for use.
9) Connect the coolers.
10) Connect the vacuum device to the mold vacuum
chamber support inlet, supported and moved by the
arm of the bench for vacuuming fumes and gases.
11) Test all the manual cycle movements, including
the movement of the tilting arm and the ejectors plate
holder.
12) Run empty automatic cycles after connecting the
computer and selecting the programme to suit the
casting technology to be used. Return to the manual
cycle.
13) Heat the mold if it has not already been preheated
off the production line, ready for painting.
14) Use the manual control to open and tilt the slides ,
rotating the arm to the open position.
15) Paint the mold figures if this has not already been
done off the production line: drag, slides, any heads,
any cope or upper male.
16) Clean thoroughly, place the slides in the vertical
position, carry out manual cycle test of all move-
ments after heating and painting. Place everything
in the open position with the ejectors plates in the
low position.
17)�Place all the cores in the mold (core making) and
clean it.
18) Close the mobile heads, slides, any males on
the mold, tilting arm, lowering hydraulic cylinder on
the arm with support and anything else applied, to
lock the top of the mold.
19) Lift the holding or maintenance furnace into con-
tact with the molten metal inlets used in low-�pressure
casting or "combined" technology.
20) Check the temperature of the mold and the mol-
ten metal in the furnace.
21) Switch on the automatic production cycle.

�[0071] When using molds with four half slides or just
two half slides on one side and a single slide on the op-
posite side, remember that, for core making purposes,
only the lower half slides must be closed at the start of
the cycle. The automatic cycle must be suited to require-
ments.

Description of an automatic production cycle for a bench 
and a mold with two slides

�[0072]

1) Start cycle with:�

a-�slides open in the vertical position
b-�mobile heads open
c- �ejectors plate in the low position
d-�tilting arm open and all supported parts in the
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raised position

2) Automatic core- �making with core making device.
3) Cleaning with a blast of air during the cycle to
eliminate any grains of sand which become detached
during core- making.
4) Closure in sequence of heads, slides and any mo-
bile males on the mold.
5) Rotation of the arm in the operating position with
the upper male or cope or closing and for fume and
gas vacuum plate attached, depending on the cast-
ing technology.
6) Lowering by the hydraulic cylinder of the arm the
cope or the upper male or the closing and for fume
and gas vacuum plate, placing that applied to the
arm in the operating position.
7) Opening of the fume and gas vacuum system.
Opening of the Venturi pipes, where fitted and if nec-
essary.
8) Casting depending on the mold mounted and ac-
cording to the specific program , for the specific cast-
ing technology chosen.
9) Opening of timed coolers.
10) Timing of solidification.
11) Closing of timed coolers.
12) Raising of the cope or upper male to remove
them from the casting, or of the sealing and fume
and gas vacuum plate, if the upper part is created
using a core.
13) Rotation of the upper arm to the open position.
14) Opening (extraction) of any mobile males on the
mold.
15) Opening and rotation of the slides upwards by
about 45°.
16) Opening of the mobile heads.
17) Expulsion of the casting out of the drag by the
plate holder with the ejectors plate.
18) Positioning of casting pick up pliers.
19) Hook up of casting.
20) Removal of the casting from the mold.
21) Lowering of the plate holder with ejectors plate.
22) Cycle cleaning with mold open using air.
23) Start new production cycle.

Claims

1. Mould for obtaining castings, especially engine cyl-
inders heads, comprising a drag (35) and an upper
part obtained through cores or a metal cope, char-
acterized by the fact that said drag is provided with
inlets (36) for coupling to pipes from a furnace placed
underneath the mold and containing the molten met-
al and by the fact that in said cores or in said metal
cope open feeding risers are provided for gravity
feeding the casting as the cooled metal shrinks and
for attracting any slag, fumes and gases contained
in the molten metal, the mold further comprising a

plate (45) suitable for being pressed, during the cast-
ing phase, onto the upper surface of the mold to pre-
vent the molten metal from overflowing through the
risers, said plate being crossed by channels for the
vacuuming of fumes and gases from the mold and
being fastened to a support (46) in which there is a
vacuum chamber (46") communicating with an ex-
ternal vacuum device, said plate’s vacuum channels
being provided with filter to prevent the passage of
the molten metal.

2. Casting apparatus comprising:�

- a mould according to claim 1;
- a casting machine for receiving said mould,
said casting machine comprising a tilting arm (8)
hinged to the top of the machine and carrying
the plate (45) of the mould; and
- a vacuum device connected to the support (46)
of the plate or metal cope for the vacuuming of
fumes and gases from the mould.

3. Casting apparatus according to claim 2 , wherein the
plate or the metal cope of the mould are attached to
a hydraulic cylinder (20) carried by the tilting arm (8)
for their vertical movement.

4. Casting apparatus according to claim 2 or 3, where
the mould is equipped with a drag and an ejector
plate extending downwords from said drag, the cast-
ing machine comprising a lower main structure (30)
suitable for housing a holding or maintenance fur-
nace (32) for feeding the mould, an upper main struc-
ture (31) resting on said lower structure, a base plate
(29) resting on the upper main structure (31), a
cooled plate (16) positioned on the base plate (19)
and suitable for receiving the drag (35) of the mold,
and, underneath the cooled plate (16), a plate holder
(17) to be fastened to the ejectors plate of the mold
and running vertically between an inactive lowered
position and a raised casting expulsion position.

5. Casting apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the
cooled plate (16) is fitted with an opening (16’) for
passage of the ejectors plate (38).

6. Casting apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the
casting machine comprises quick lock means for fas-
tening together the ejectors plate (38) of the mold
and the plate holder (17) of the casting machine.

7. Casting apparatus according to claim 6, in which the
mold ejectors plate has a pair of mushrooms (39)
and in which the plate holder of the machine is pro-
vided with a slide (19) which runs along the plate
holder and has slots adapted to receive the mush-
rooms and to lock them in place following the move-
ment of the slide controlled by a hydraulic cylinder
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(21).

8. Casting apparatus according to anyone of the claims
from 2 to 7, especially for engine cylinders heads,
wherein the mold has two sides, and wherein the
casting machine comprises two sides carriers (1)
which are fixed to the corresponding side of the mold
and slide along guide columns (5) and sliding gibs
(20) fitted to the machine for a movement of the slides
by hydraulic cylinders (4).

9. Casting apparatus according to claim 8, in which the
sides are fastened to the sides carriers by automatic
quick locking devices.

10. Casting apparatus according to claim 9, in which
every sides carriers has a slide (24) with slots to re-
ceive a pair of mushrooms which protrude from the
side of the mold and lock them in place following the
movement of the slide controlled by a hydraulic cyl-
inder (25).

11. Casting apparatus according to claim 9 or 10, in
which the sides carriers (1) are hinged to the sides
of the machine, making it possible to rotate then up-
wards by means of oscillating hydraulic cylinders (7)
fitted to the machine to enable easy cleaning and
repainting of the figure parts of the sides of the molds.

12. Casting apparatus according to any of the claims
from 2 to 11, in which at least one side of the mold
is made in at least two overlapping parts and in which
the related side carrier is made up of at least two
corresponding parts, each of which is moved by a
hydraulic cylinder (4), said hydraulic cylinder being
controllable independently or in parallel.

13. Casting apparatus according to anyone of the claims
2 to 12, in which, during the casting process, the
tilting arm is closed on the casting machine and
locked to the latter from the opposite side compared
with the hinged side by a locking device, such as a
jack (28’).

14. Casting apparatus according to any of the claims
from 4 to 13, wherein the main lower structure (30)
is removable from the upper structure (31) for placing
said upper structure on a carrousel or on the ground
for a gravity casting procedure.

15. Casting procedure, particularly for engine cylinder
heads, comprising the steps of:�

- providing for a mould according to claim 1;
- forcing molten metal to flow into the mould from
a furnace situaded below said mold by exerting
a pressure on the surface of said molten metal;
- sealing the top of the mold, at least at the level

of the open feeding risers, by means of the plate
of the mould in such a way to prevent the molten
metal introduced under pressure from overflow-
ing through the risers, and
- connecting the support of the plate of the mould
to a vacuum device for vacuuming fumes and
gases from said open raisers.

16. Casting procedure according to claim 15, in which
the expulsion of the casting from the mold takes
place below it.

17. Casting procedure in accordance with claim 15 or
16, in which at least the upper part of the figure of
the casting is obtained using cores.

18. Casting procedure in accordance with claim 16, in
which at least the upper part of the figure of the cast-
ing is obtained using a metal cope.

Patentansprüche

1. Form zum Erhalten von Gussstücken, insbesondere
Motorzylinderköpfen, umfassend einen Unterkasten
(35) und einen oberen Teil, der durch Kerne oder
einen Metalloberkasten erhalten wird, gekenn-
zeichnet durch die Tatsache, dass der Unterkasten
mit Einlässen (36) zum Koppeln an Rohre eines
Ofens versehen ist, der unterhalb der Form plaziert
ist und die Metallschmelze ent-�hält, und durch die
Tatsache, dass in den Kernen oder in dem Metall-
oberkas-�ten offene Beschickungsspeiser zum
Schwerkraftbeschicken des Gussstücks, wenn das
abgekühlte Metall schwindet, und zum Anziehen jeg-
licher bzw. et- �waiger Schlacke, Rauch und Gase,
die in der Metallschmelze enthalten sind, vorgese-
hen sind, wobei die Form ferner eine Platte (45) um-
fasst, die geeignet ist, während der Gießphase auf
die obere Fläche bzw. Oberfläche der Form gedrückt
zu werden, um zu verhindern, dass die Metall-
schmelze durch die Speiser überläuft, wobei die
Platte durch Kanäle zum Absaugen von Rauch und
Gasen aus der Form gekreuzt wird und an einem
Träger bzw. Stütze (46) befestigt ist, in der es eine
Vakuumkammer (46") gibt, die mit einer externen
Vakuumvorrichtung in Kommunikation bzw. Verbin-
dung steht, wobei die Va-�kuumkanäle der Platte mit
Filtern versehen sind, um den Durchtritt der Metall-
schmelze zu verhindern.

2. Gießvorrichtung, umfassend:�

- eine Form nach Anspruch 1;
- eine Gießmaschine zum Aufnehmen der Form,
wobei die Gießmaschine ei- �nen Kipparm (8)
umfasst, der gelenkig an der Oberseite der Ma-
schine an-�gebracht ist und die Platte (45) der
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Form trägt; und
- eine Vakuumvorrichtung, die mit der Stütze
(46) der Platte oder Oberkas-�tens verbunden ist,
um Rauch und Gase aus der Form zu saugen.

3. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Platte
oder der Metalloberkasten der Form an einem Hy-
draulikzylinder (20) angebracht sind, der durch den
Kipparm (8) für ihre vertikale Bewegung getragen ist.

4. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei die
Form mit einem Unterkasten und einer Auswurfplat-
te ausgestattet ist, die sich von dem Unterkasten
nach unten erstreckt, wobei die Gießmaschine eine
untere Hauptstruktur (30), die geeignet ist, einen
Warmhalte- bzw. Wartungs- bzw. Instandhaltungs-
ofen (32) zum Beschicken der Form, eine obere
Hauptstruktur (31), die auf der un-�teren Struktur ruht
bzw. aufliegt, eine Basisplatte (29), die auf der obe-
ren Hauptstruktur (31) ruht bzw. aufliegt, eine abge-
kühlte Platte (16), die auf der Basisplatte (19) posi-
tioniert ist und geeignet ist, den Unterkasten (35) der
Form aufzunehmen, und unterhalb der gekühlten
Platte (16) einen Plattenhal-�ter (17) umfasst, der an
der Auswurfplatte der Form zu befestigen ist und ver-
tikal zwischen einer inaktiven unteren Position und
einer erhöhten Gussstück-�ausgabeposition verläuft.

5. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei die abge-
kühlte Platte (16) mit einer Öffnung (16’) für den
Durchtritt der Auswurfplatte (38) versehen ist.

6. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
Gießmaschine Schnellverriegelungsmittel umfasst,
um die Auswurfplatte (38) der Form und den Plat-
tenhalter (17) der Gießmaschine miteinander zu be-
festigen.

7. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, bei der die For-
mauswurfplatte ein Paar Pil-�ze (39) aufweist und bei
der der Plattenhalter der Maschine mit einem Schlit-
ten (19) versehen ist, der entlang dem Plattenhalter
verläuft und Schlitze auf-�weist, die angepasst sind,
die Pilze aufzunehmen und sie nach der Bewegung
des Schlittens, die bzw. der durch einen Hydraulik-
zylinder (21) gesteuert bzw. geregelt wird, am Platz
zu verriegeln.

8. Gießvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 7,
insbesondere für Motorzy-�linderköpfe, wobei die
Form zwei Seiten aufweist und wobei die Gießma-
schine zwei Seitenträger (1) umfasst, die an der ent-
sprechenden Seite der Form fi-�xiert sind und entlang
Führungssäulen (5) und Gleitführungen (20) gleiten,
die an der Maschine für eine Bewegung der Schlitten
durch Hydraulikzylinder (4) angebracht sind.

9. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, bei der die Seiten

bzw. Schlitten durch au-�tomatische Schnellverriege-
lungsvorrichtungen an den Seitenträgern befestigt
sind.

10. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, bei der jeder Sei-
tenträger einen Schlitten (24) mit Schlitzen aufweist,
um ein Paar Pilze aufzunehmen, die von der Seite
der Form vorstehen, und diese nach der Bewegung
des Schlittens, die bzw. der durch einen Hydraulik-
zylinder (25) gesteuert bzw. geregelt wird, am Platz
zu verriegeln.

11. Gießvorrichtung nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, bei der
die Seitenträger (1) gelen-�kig an den Seiten der Ma-
schine angebracht sind, was ermöglicht, diese mit-
tels oszillierender Hydraulikzylinder (7) nach oben
zu drehen, die an der Maschine angebracht sind, um
eine leichte Reinigung und Neuanstrich der Figuren-
teile der Seiten der Formen zu ermöglichen.

12. Gießvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis
11, bei der zumindest eine Seite der Form aus zu-
mindest zwei überlappenden Teilen besteht und bei
der der zugehörige Seitenträger aus zumindest zwei
entsprechenden Teilen be-�steht, von denen jedes
durch einen Hydraulikzylinder (4) bewegt wird, wo-
bei der Hydraulikzylinder unabhängig oder parallel
steuer- bzw. regelbar ist.

13. Gießvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis
12, bei der der Kipparm während des Gießvorgangs
an der Gießmaschine geschlossen ist und an letz-
terer von der gegenüberliegenden bzw. entgegen-
gesetzten Seite verglichen mit der gelenkig ange-
brachten Seite durch eine Verriegelungsvorrichtung,
bei-�spielsweise einen Heber (28’), verriegelt ist.

14. Gießvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis
13, wobei die untere Haupt-�struktur (30) von der obe-
ren Struktur (31) entfernbar ist, um die obere Struktur
für einen Schwerkraft- bzw. Kokillengießvorgang auf
einem Karussell oder auf dem Boden zu plazieren.

15. Gießverfahren, insbesondere für Motorzylinderköp-
fe, umfassend die Schritte: �

- Bereitstellen einer Form nach Anspruch 1;
- Zwingen einer Metallschmelze, durch Ausüben
eines Drucks auf die Fläche bzw. Oberfläche
der Metallschmelze, aus einem Ofen, der sich
unterhalb der Form befindet, in die Form zu flie-
ßen;
- Abdichten bzw. Versiegeln der Oberseite der
Form, zumindest auf der Ebe-�ne bzw. Höhe der
offenen Beschickungsspeiser, mittels der Platte
der Form auf eine solche Art, um zu verhindern,
dass die unter Druck eingebrachte Metall-
schmelze durch die Speiser überfließt, und
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- Verbinden der Stütze der Platte der Form mit
einer Vakuumvorrichtung zum Absaugen von
Rauch und Gasen aus den offenen Speisern.

16. Gießverfahren nach Anspruch 15, bei dem der Aus-
stoß des Gussstücks aus der Form unterhalb davon
stattfindet.

17. Gießverfahren nach Anspruch 15 oder 16, bei dem
zumindest der obere Teil der Figur des Gussstücks
unter Verwendung von Kernen erhalten wird.

18. Gießverfahren nach Anspruch 16, bei dem zumin-
dest der obere Teil der Figur des Gussstücks unter
Verwendung eines Metalloberkastens erhalten wird.

Revendications

1. Moule permettant d’obtenir des coulées, notamment
de culasses de moteur, comprenant un fond de châs-
sis (35), et une partie supérieure obtenue à travers
des noyaux ou une chape de châssis métallique, ca-
ractérisé par le fait que  ledit fond de châssis est
fourni avec des entrées (36) pour le raccordement
aux tuyaux à partir d’un four placé sous le moule et
contenant le métal fondu, et par le fait que dans
lesdits noyaux ou dans ladite chape de châssis, des
tubes d’alimentation de coulage sont fournis pour
alimenter par gravité la coulée tandis que le métal
refroidi rétrécit et pour attirer tout laitier, fumée ou
gaz contenus dans le métal fondu, le moule compre-
nant en outre une plaque (45) conçue pour venir en
appui, pendant la phase de coulée, sur la surface
supérieure du moule afin d’empêcher que le métal
fondu se déverse à travers les tubes de coulage,
ladite plaque étant traversée par des canaux pour
l’aspiration des fumées et des gaz depuis le moule
et étant fixée à un support (46) dans lequel se trouve
une chambre à vide (46") communiquant avec un
dispositif extérieur à vide, lesdits canaux d’aspiration
de plaque étant fournis avec un filtre pour empêcher
le passage du métal fondu.

2. Appareil de coulée comprenant :�

- un moule conformément à la revendication 1 ;
- une machine de coulée permettant de recevoir
ledit moule, ladite machine de coulée compre-
nant un bras (8) d’inclinaison articulé au sommet
de la machine et transportant la plaque (45) du
moule ; et
- un dispositif à vide connecté au support (46)
de la plaque ou de la chape de châssis métalli-
que pour l’aspiration des fumées et des gaz de-
puis le moule.

3. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication

2 , dans lequel la plaque ou la chape de châssis mé-
tallique du moule sont fixées à un cylindre hydrauli-
que (20)� porté par le bras (8) d’inclinaison pour leur
déplacement vertical.

4. Appareil de coulée conformément aux revendica-
tions 2 ou 3, où le moule est équipé d’un fond de
châssis et d’une plaque d’éjection s’étendant vers le
bas à partir dudit fond de châssis, la machine de
coulée comprenant une structure principale inférieu-
re (30) conçue pour accueillir un four (32) de maintien
et de maintenance pour alimenter le moule, une
structure principale supérieure (31) reposant sur la-
dite structure principale inférieure, une plaque (29)
de base reposant sur ladite structure principale su-
périeure (31), une plaque refroidie (16) positionnée
sur la plaque (19) de base et conçue pour recevoir
le fond de châssis (35) du moule, et, sous la plaque
refroidie (16), un support (17) de plaque à fixer à la
plaque d’éjection du moule et fonctionnant à la ver-
ticale entre une position basse inactive et une posi-
tion haute d’expulsion de coulée.

5. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication
4, dans lequel la plaque refroidie (16) est montée
avec une ouverture (16’) pour le passage de la pla-
que (38) d’éjection.

6. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication
5, dans lequel la machine de coulée comprend un
moyen de verrouillage rapide permettant de fixer en-
semble la plaque (38) d’éjection du moule et le sup-
port (17) de plaque de la machine de coulée.

7. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication
6, dans lequel la plaque d’éjection de moule est do-
tée d’une paire de champignons (39) et dans lequel
le support de plaque de la machine est fourni avec
un coulisseau (19) qui fonctionne le long du support
de plaque et est doté de fentes adaptées pour rece-
voir les champignons et pour les maintenir en place
après le déplacement du coulisseau contrôlé par un
cylindre hydraulique (21).

8. Appareil de coulée conformément à l’une des reven-
dications 2 à 7, notamment pour les culasses de mo-
teur, dans lequel le moule comprend deux côtés, et
dans lequel la machine de coulée comprend deux
supports latéraux (1) qui sont fixés au côté corres-
pondant du moule et coulissent le long de colonnes
(5) de guidage et de lardons coulissants (20) montés
sur la machine pour permettre un déplacement des
coulisseaux par des cylindres hydraulique (4).

9. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication
8, dans lequel les côtés sont fixés aux supports la-
téraux par des dispositifs automatiques de ver-
rouillage rapide.
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10. Appareil de coulée conformément à la revendication
9, dans lequel chaque support latéral comprend un
coulisseau (24) avec des fentes pour recevoir une
paire de champignons qui dépasse du côté du moule
et les maintenir en place après le déplacement du
coulisseau contrôlé par un cylindre hydraulique (25).

11. Appareil de coulée conformément aux revendica-
tions 9 ou 10, dans lequel les supports latéraux (1)
sont articulés aux côtés de la machine, et ils peuvent
ainsi pivoter vers le haut à l’aide de cylindres hydrau-
liques oscillants (7) montés sur la machine pour per-
mettre de nettoyer et de repeindre facilement les par-
ties de forme des côtés des moules.

12. Appareil de coulée conformément à l’une des reven-
dications 2 à 11, dans lequel au moins un côté du
moule est constitué d’au moins deux parties se che-
vauchant et dans lequel le support latéral associé
est composé d’au moins deux parties correspondan-
tes, chacune desdites parties étant déplacée par un
cylindre hydraulique (4), ledit cylindre hydraulique
pouvant être contrôlé de manière indépendante ou
en parallèle.

13. Appareil de coulée conformément à l’une des reven-
dications 2 à 12, dans lequel, pendant le processus
de coulée, le bras d’inclinaison est refermé sur la
machine de coulée et verrouillée sur cette dernière
depuis le côté opposé par rapport au côté articulé
par un dispositif de verrouillage, tel qu’une prise
(28’).

14. Appareil de coulée conformément à l’une des reven-
dications 4 à 13, dans lequel la structure principale
inférieure (30) peut être retirée de la structure supé-
rieure (31) pour placer ladite structure supérieure
sur un carrousel ou sur le sol pour une procédure de
coulée par gravité.

15. Procédure de coulée, en particulier pour les culasses
de moteur, comprenant les étapes suivantes :�

- fournir un moule conformément à la revendi-
cation 1 ;
- forcer le métal fondu à s’écouler à l’intérieur
du moule depuis un four situé sous ledit moule
en exerçant une pression sur la surface dudit
métal fondu ;
- obturer le sommet du moule, au moins au ni-
veau des tubes d’alimentation de coulage, à
l’aide de la plaque du moule, de manière à em-
pêcher que le métal fondu introduit sous pres-
sion se déverse à travers les tubes, et
- connecter le support de la plaque du moule à
un dispositif à vide pour aspirer les fumées et
les gaz depuis lesdits tubes.

16. Procédure de coulée conformément à la revendica-
tion 15, dans laquelle l’expulsion de la coulée depuis
le moule a lieu en dessous de ce dernier.

17. Procédure de coulée conformément aux revendica-
tions 15 ou 16, dans laquelle au moins la partie su-
périeure de la forme de la coulée est obtenue en
utilisant des noyaux.

18. Procédure de coulée conformément à la revendica-
tion 16, dans laquelle au moins la partie supérieure
de la forme de la coulée est obtenue en utilisant une
chape de châssis métallique.
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